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Abstract
Accountability implies that any entity should be held responsible for its own specific action or behavior so that the entity is part of larger chains of accountability.
One of the goals of accountability is that once an event has transpired, the events
that took place are traceable so that the causes can be determined afterward. The
poor accountability provided by today’s computers and networks wastes a great
deal of money and effort; examples include activities to identify whether a system
is under reconnaissance or attack, and the difficulties of distinguishing legitimate
emails from phishing attacks. This is due to the simple fact that today’s computing
and network infrastructure was not built with accountability in mind. In this article
we propose a novel methodology called flow-net for accountability. We apply this
methodology to media access control and routing layers in wireless networks. We
then compare the performance of flow-net with audit log files. This article presents
a novel approach for traffic data collection that can also be used for forensics and
intrusion detection purposes.

C

urrent trace/logging systems in computers and
networks have many drawbacks such as disorganized and inconvenient data, partial activities
being recorded, and relationships among events
missing, which make it impossible to trace some information if
events at different layers are involved. Therefore, accountability is not possible. In this article, we propose a flow-net
methodology for better accountability and logging
Accountability implies that any entity (e.g., person, software, hardware, account, process, flow) should be held
responsible for its own specific action or behavior so that the
entity is part of larger chains of accountability. One of the
goals of accountability is that once an event has transpired
(e.g., leaking of secure information or outside attack), the
events that took place are traceable so that the causes can be
determined afterward. For example, was this a malfunction of
software/hardware or a malicious attack? If it is leakage of
secure information, we need to know where and how the
secure information was disseminated. Accountability is
extremely important for military and government systems. For
non-military/government systems, some degree of accountability is also needed. People are normally unwilling to see installations of spyware/adware. It will be very useful that, in
current Windows-based systems, installed software will be
accountable so that actions, such as modifying/replacing software in a system by a malicious Website that exploits software
vulnerabilities in operating systems via clicking the Website
links via a browser, can be traceable. The poor accountability
provided by today’s computers and networks wastes a great
deal of money and effort (e.g., activities to identify whether a
system is under reconnaissance or attack, or difficulties in distinguishing legitimate emails from phishing attacks). This is
due to the simple fact that today’s computing and network
infrastructure was not built with accountability in mind.
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Typically, there are two complementary classes of approaches to network security: prevention-based and detection-based
[1]. Prevention-based techniques, such as authentication and
encryption, can effectively reduce attacks by ensuring that
users conform to predefined security policies. They can keep
most illegitimate users from entering the system. However,
security research indicates that there are always some weak
points in the system that are hard to predict [1]. To solve
these problems, detection-based approaches such as virus
detection and intrusion detection systems, serving as the second wall of protection, could effectively help identify malicious activities. However, neither prevention-based nor
detection-based approaches can track what happens afterward
(i.e., traceability).
Accountability plays a crucial role in information assurance systems. There are many fields involved in achieving
accountability, including hardware, operating systems, programming languages, software, networking, applications, and
security. Most existing research work has focused on e-commerce accountability [2, 3], Web access accountability [4, 5],
programming accountability [6, 7], digital rights management
[8, 9], audit trail [10, 11], and so on. For example, for Web
accountability, it is possible to associate individuals with
actions on Web-based objects and services. For programming accountability, specific flows due to particular program
invocations can be known and limited to a particular flow
policy. For digital rights management, data are packaged for
access controls in remote platforms. To provide accountability in information assurance, we may be interested in tracking
who has read or written a particular file or a piece of the
file, as well as the sources of the file or a piece of the file,
and compromised material in the file if there is a malicious
insider. Sources of information, such as messages, reports,
images, videos, and articles, are particularly useful in
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accountable systems to identify all the contributors. An audit
trail may be needed to record all of these. However, current
techniques [2–11] still cannot provide true accountability, as
evidenced by the fact that current computer systems and networks have not provided much assistance in tracking actual
information flows or enforcing information flow policies.
Furthermore, most research efforts in wired/wireless networks focus on prevention-based and detection-based security, whereas less effort has been made regarding
accountability.
Instead of pursuing enhancements of either preventionbased or detection-based approaches, we are pursuing dramatic improvement in accountability with different levels by
radically redesigning today’s computing and network’s infrastructure into a more flexible, usable, and trustworthy infrastructure. In this article we first propose a novel methodology
called flow-net for accountability. We apply this methodology
in the media access control (MAC) and routing layers of wireless networks.

Accountability via Flow-Net Methodology
In this section we propose a novel methodology called flownet for accountability. The proposed methodology is not limited by the studies presented in this article, but can easily be
applied to other systems and networks.

Accountability
We propose two aspects for accountability:
• Building accountable audit data: to build tracing files of
events: how to build audit data to provide enough material
to achieve accountability. Since audit data are huge, the
challenge issues include how, where, and what data to save
(events). In this aspect we propose a multilevel, multiresolution account of events for accountable audit data by using
3D flow-net methodology in the rest of the article.
• Accountability functions: using audit data: how to use the
collected audit data to achieve accountability.
Building accountable audit data is one foundation of
accountability, and must be achieved based on the requirements of using audit data, which is about how to use audit
data to achieve traceable functions as well as, for example,
how to perform intrusion detection conveniently. We propose
several accountability functions, which are summarized as follows.

A Flow-Net Truth-Tracking Methodology — A way to track the
truth: once an event has transpired (e.g., leaking of secure
information or outside attack), the events that took place are
traceable so that the causes can be determined afterward. For
example, was this a malfunction of software/hardware or a
malicious attack? If it is leakage of secure information, we
need to know where and how the secure information was disseminated. This is akin to how policemen solve criminal cases,
and it is different from traditional computer forensics since
computer forensics aim to solve cases with limited information. However, our proposed research is to study how to build
a system (or methods) so efficient, and with enough information, that it makes computer forensics (one of the potential
applications of accountability) very trivial.
True Accountable Administration — Since an administrator or a
super user has the authority to make changes in anything,
even audit files (or log files), achieving accountability for
administrators or super users is extremely challenging. One
intuitive solution is that other audit files are used for the audit
files (i.e., audit files for audit files), but a malicious super user

can make changes to both audit files and audit files for audit
files so that any trace can be smartly removed. We proposed a
scheme with accountable administration (i.e., even an administrator’s activities must be accountable) in [12]. Please refer
to [12] for the details of our proposed accountable administration.

Motivation of Flow-Net over Audit Log Files
Current audit data in networks such as log files in operating
systems, routers, and so on cannot provide accountability.
One of the challenging issues is that there is a huge amount of
information needed to achieve accountability. It becomes difficult to store such a huge amount of information. Furthermore, when performing accountability functions, it is difficult
to find a needle in that haystack. Traditional audit trace/log
files have many drawbacks:
• The files are huge and disorganized, so it is very inconvenient to use them (i.e., tracing some).
• Normally only partial activities are recorded.
• They often lose important information about the relationships among events, especially relationships in the same
layer and multiple different layers, so it is not possible to
trace some information if events at different layers are
involved.

Flow-Net Methodology
One question is how to trace efficiently. We propose a flownet methodology with the following features: convenient to
use, complete in terms of information, maintaining full relationships among different layers, and consistent over different
systems.
The saved information includes some events such as opening/reading a file in an operating system or sending a frame in
the MAC layer. These events over time form event-lists. Traditional log files are basically saved as event-lists. Events in
the MAC layer include authentication, association, broadcasting, clear channel assessment, transmit a data frame, transmit
an acknowledgment (ACK) frame, receive a data frame,
receive an ACK frame, request to send (RTS), clear to send
(CTS), Collision, polling, fragmentation, defragmentation,
reassociation, timeout, retransmission, wake up, sleep, drop a
frame, etc.
To illustrate the idea of flow-net, we make an example in
an operating system: each entity, such as a file, a user, or a
process, has a log trace, which is an event-list with time
stamps — we call it a flow. An interconnection of two flows at
a time means that something happens at that time, involving
both entities. For example, user A (event-list Account-A)
interconnects with File B (event-list File-B) at 10:34 a.m.
when user A opens file B (Fig. 1). In other words, all entities
have their event-lists, which we call traces or flows. These
flows (event-lists) interconnect with each other over time
stamps, shown in Fig. 1. Then all these interconnected flows
form a net over time because they interconnect. Therefore, we
call it a flow-net.

3D Flow-Net: Multilevel Multiresolution Event Storage
for Accountable Audit Data
We propose a multilevel and multiresolution approach to
storing event lists. Event lists should be built in such a way
that they look like a multilevel multiresolution image/video
with zooming effects. As an analogy, consider a multiresolution image on a screen. At first we see a large scene of a
picture without seeing details of particular parts/areas of
the picture. Then, if we want to clearly see one particular
area, we choose the area using a mouse and zoom in with
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 Figure 1. Flow-net methodology.
a higher resolution, and then we can clearly see the particular area we are interested in with a larger picture of that
area and at a higher resolution. We propose to store event
lists in a smart way so that we can achieve the same/similar
effects of the above mentioned multilevel multiresolution
i m a g e / v i de o . Wi t h s u c h a mu l t i l e v e l mu l tires o l u tio n
approach, we can efficiently achieve multiple degrees of
accountability and multiple degrees of audit file storage in
order to exploit the trade-off of storage vs. accountability.
For example, a military application may use a very high
level of accountability, whereas a commercial application
for civilians may use a very low level of accountability.
These levels of accountability are achieved by the resolutions of storing events, shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. The
question is how to achieve such a storage data structure.

We propose to use a similar approach of saving multiresolution versions of an image/video to store events. Let us
look at an example of monitoring a government building
such as an FBI building. The building is divided into
rooms, doors, and corridors. The big events are at certain
times, and various people enter/leave different portions of
the building, such as entering a door or leaving a door (we
call these level-one events). Then, within a room, we can
still further divide the room into portions such as locations
or usage of the rooms (we call these level-two events).
Thus, we can build multilevel, multiresolution events with
zooming effects for monitoring this government building.
In a similar way, we can monitor a computer or network
system. In a computer, a room can be memory space, hard
disk locations, CPU, and so on. For the MAC layer, a
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 Figure 2. a) Multilevel and multiresolution; b) multilevel and multiresolution (layers).
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room can be those already associated or authenticated. In
other words, accountable audit data will also be stored and
accessed at different levels of granularity based on their
semantics.
Figures 2a and 2b show the concept of a multilevel, multiresolution approach. In Fig. 2a an upper (lower) layer
event is related to multiple lower (higher) layer events. For
example, the routing layer event sending a packet will
involve multiple events of the MAC layer (send an RTS,
receive a CTS, transmit the frame, receive an ACK, etc.).
This concept is shown in Fig. 2b. Within each level, as shown
in Fig. 1, events form a flow-net. From Fig. 2b, we see that
sublayer events related to an event in the top layer form a
tree structure. Such a tree structure can be saved as a record
in the top layer or using indexing and compression techniques. By comparing this with the multiresolution video
example, we can see an upper event, and if we are particularly interested in an event, we can look into details of this
event by looking at its related sublayer events (i.e., the subtree of the event). In other words, a higher layer subtree is
stored into a tree structure of a lower layer node. Such a
data structure is a real-time 3D multilevel flow-net, as introduced earlier.

Flow-Net Truth Finding Methodology
Flow-net truth tracking methodology is a way to track the
truth. Once an event has transpired (leaking of secure
information or an outside attack), the event that took place
is traceable so that the causes can be determined afterward.
For example, in a computer or network system, if at some
point the fact that the content of a secret file is being
leaked has already been known, to figure out the reasons
for the leak, we can search partial or entire log files to find
out direct or indirect accesses to the file. Since a user who
accessed the secret before may send messages containing
the secret to other users (the secret is leaked due to indirect accesses) via packets in a computer network, or via
pipe/FIFO/message queue in a computer system, finding
the reasons for the leak is not a trivial task [14]. Using
audit log files, the relationships among different layers may
be lost so that tracing is sometimes not possible, and it is
difficult to search in audit log files. In the proposed flownet truth finding methodology, tracing the truth becomes
much easier. For example (Fig. 3), assume that we want to
find the truth of whether or not the information in File B
was possibly leaked to Account D between 1 a.m., July 1,
2007, and 1 a.m., July 2, 2007 (recorded system time, not
search time). Figure 3 shows that the proposed methods
start from the flow of File B and go through the flow-net
along the time to search whether it can end up with an
event related to Account D within that 24-hour time period
(note that an event has time as a field). The algorithm
starts at File B’s flow and searches the flow-net along the
progressing time. The search process is exactly a treesearching algorithm, which can be depth-first or breadthfirst. The worst, best, and average search times can be
obtained easily.
The results of the truth searching in Fig. 3 can be:
• There are two possible paths to have such a leak.
• The best case needs three steps to find a possible path.
For example, in one path, Account A accesses File B, and
it may be possible to leak the information of File B to Account
D. On the other hand, a simple example of the truth finding
in Fig. 3 would be very inconvenient to achieve in regular
sequential log files. Although Fig. 3 shows an example of 2D
flow-net, the above scheme can be used in 3D flow-net, that
is, the multilevel flow-net.
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 Figure 3 Flow-net truth finding (goal: to find whether or how the
information in File B was leaked to Account D; results: 1) there
are two possible paths to have such a leak; 2) the best case needs
three steps to find a possible path).

Designs of Flow-Net in Networking
The proposed flow-net methodology has many potential applications. In networking, we realize that frames/packets are the
common media to communicate among stations so that transmitted/received frames/packets tie stations together. Furthermore, in networking, normally two or more stations are
involved. Entities having flows in networking include stations,
packets, and frames, among others.

MAC Level Flow-Net
We consider IEEE 802.11 MAC as an example here. Figure
4a shows a flow-net for RTS-CTS exchanges between stations
A and B. To conveniently represent events of starting and
ending transmitting/receiving frames/packets, we use duration
to simply represent two events as one; for example, in Fig. 4a
an event of station A transmitting an RTS during [T1, T3] is a
simplified version of two events of station A’s starting transmitting the RTS at time T1, and ending this transmission at
time T3. This simplifies the flow-net when applied to networking. Figure 4a has six total entities: station A, station B, RTS
frame, CTS frame, a DATA frame, and an ACK frame. Event
lists of entities are called flows. Their corresponding flows are
flow A, flow B, flow RTS, flow CTS, flow DATA, and flow
ACK.

Routing Level Flow-Net
One example of a routing protocol for ad hoc networks or mesh
networks is Dynamic Source Routing (DSR). In DSR, when a
source station S sends a data packet to a destination station D,
the entire route is included in the packet header; intermediate
nodes use the source route embedded in the packet’s header to
determine to whom the packet should be forwarded; and different packets may have different routes, even when they have the
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 Figure 4. a) Flow-net for RTS-CTS exchanges between stations A and B; b) a flow-net for stations S, B, and D for
RREQ and RREP.
same source and destination. Route discovery includes Route
Request (RREQ) and Route Reply (RREP). Route maintenance includes Route Error (RERR). Figure 4b shows a flownet for RREQ and RREP among the source node S, an
intermediate node B, and the destination node D.

Interactions of Flow-Nets of Routing and MAC
Layers: Multi-level
We use an example to illustrate how to apply 3D flow-net to
multilevel multiresolution tracking of events. Figure 5a shows
the interaction of flow-nets of the MAC and routing layers for
route discovery of RREQ and RREP.

Distributed and Collaborative Flow-Net
A flow-net is built just from a viewpoint of a station or a viewpoint of one-hop. To achieve a larger viewpoint of flow-net,
multiple nodes should collaborate so that distributed and collaborative flow-net can be built. Each node has some local
flow-nets which present local views of the global picture, but
no one has the global view of the system. These distributed
views may be exchanged among authenticated nodes to track
some events and, if needed, base those distributed and collaborative algorithms. For example, DSR needs multiple nodes
to exchange their viewpoints of flow-nets to achieve a larger
view. Figure 5b shows a flow-net built in a distributed and collaborative way by multihop nodes for the process of route
recovery in DSR.

34

Overhead Reduction
Flow-net may introduce overhead to the system. There is a
trade-off between accountability and system performance.
Therefore, we propose the following mechanisms for overhead reduction for accountability: multiresolution, multilevel
flow-net and flow-net compression.
The size of events can vary. For example, the routing
layer can generate high-level events, each of which may
cause many low-level MAC layer events. The smaller the
events, the larger the related flow-net overhead will be.
However, the more detailed the information will be that
can be preserved through flow-net. Different systems
may have different requirements on how much detail the
logging information can have. An accountable system
can be coarse- or fine-grained. In other words, the system can have different resolution on the detail of
accountable information. Thus, choosing appropriate
granularity is very important to avoid introducing unnecessary overhead. As explained earlier, the proposed
flow-net methodology is multiresolution and multilevel.
In the above, as shown in Fig. 2, we already show two
levels of flow-net granularity. We can only use a higher
layer (routing layer) flow-net and turn off the lower
layer (the MAC layer) to reduce performance overhead.
However, there is always a trade-off. We include the
detailed trade-off study as well as compression of flownet in [13].
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 Figure 5. a) A 3D flow-net for RREQ and RREP at the MAC and routing layers; b) a distributed and collaborative flow-net for multihop nodes.
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 Figure 6. Complexity comparisons for finding one possible
route of information leakage with the depth-first based searching
algorithm and of finding all possible suspects concerning an
information leakage with the depth-first based searching algorithm.

Flow-Net Performance Experiments
We implemented the flow-net method as well as the truth
finding methodology in wireless LANs. Furthermore, we conducted performance experiments for studying the performance of flow-net and comparing it to log-file. Due to the
space and figure limitations of this magazine, we will present
our implementation and performance experiments in a future
paper [13]. Here we just present one result. Our programs
actually create a flow-net and a log-file and run searching
algorithms. At this point, a log-file is simply a linked list of
logged events ordered by time sequence. Searches start at an
event where a message/file that contained leaked information
(secret) was first listened to/accessed by some station/user and
finish when arriving at an event where information leakage
was revealed, similar to our previous work in [14]. Algorithms
count the numbers of steps taken. In other words, experiments count how many linked events are visited and the cost
of retrieving a current event from time ordered logged events.
Execution of searching (counting) was conducted 1000 times,
and from the sum of 1000 results, the average was calculated.
We considered two problems in Fig. 3:
• To find a possible route/trace on which a secret flows into a
particular resource
• To find all the suspects (e.g., users or entities) who possibly
directly or indirectly accessed the secret in the past or in
the past time duration T
A user indirectly accessed the secret if it contacted another
user or entity that directly or indirectly accessed the secret
[14].
We measure searching times of finding a possible route for
information leakage shown in Fig. 6 with a depth-first searching algorithm. Figure 6 shows that both flow-net and log-file
show linear transitions, but the depth-first searching algorithm
log-file grows faster than that for flow-net in the figure, and
actually log-file involves around 10 times more searching complexity than flow-net (e.g., 1144 to 111 at 1000 events and
2212 to 211 for 2000 events).
At this time, an auxiliary stack is used to store every suspect concerning an information leak. The searches basically
traverse the entire binary tree until they finally arrive at the
right-most leaf of the binary tree. Note that this is not always
the last event in the time sequence. Unlike finding a possible
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route connecting information leakage, since the searching
algorithms inevitably traverse the entire binary tree, their
complexity is poorer than those of the previous cases. Therefore, even with the use of flow-net, shown in Fig. 6, it costs
more than 4000 at the base value of 2000, whereas it costs 200
to find a possible route. However, compared to log-file, a rate
of the complexity rise in flow-net is very efficient because it
avoids auxiliary searches for events from the original time
sequential record. This avoidance comes from the fact that
there are links to associate with related events for a binary
tree.

This article addresses a very important issue: accountability. A
flow-net methodology was proposed for accountability, and it
has been applied to MAC and routing layers in wireless networks. Measurement performance of flow-net and audit log
file are compared. Furthermore, we propose a flow-net truth
finding methodology, and distributed and collaborative flownet. Via implementing the flow-net, we found that it is a very
good method to record details of events. However, flow-net
may introduce overhead. To reduce the overhead, we propose
two mechanisms: multiresolution, multilevel flow-net and
flow-net compression. The proposed novel approach to traffic
data collection, the flow-net methodology, can also be used
for forensics and intrusion detection purposes since the flownet methodology adds more features, such as a systematic
approach, more events with multiple levels, and a detailed
relationship among events.
We further observe that the flow-net methodology has a
trade-off of somewhat more construction time than the traditional logging approach [13]. Due to limited space and limited
figures, many concepts, detailed designs, detailed evaluations,
and implementation of the proposed methods are not included in this article, and readers are urged to read [13] for more
details. The implementation of the proposed work is based on
our previous work in [15].
Future research directions include optimization of flow-net,
trade-off analysis of performance and accountability, forensics
analysis based on the flow-net methodology, end-to-end
accountability, and intrusion detection based on the flow-net
methodology. In the future we will also study how the logging
should be done to prevent resource depletion, how much disk
space is required for a normal station, and what can be done
to compress/reduce the amount of storage.
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